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SYSTEM-WIDE SENATE COMMITTEE CHAIRS
DIVISION CHAIRS
RE:

Proposed revisions to Academic Personnel Policy 220-85-b, Professor
Series; Academic Personnel Policy 335-10-a, Cooperative Extension
Advisor Series; and Academic Personnel Policy 740-11-c, Leaves of
Absences/Sabbatical Leave; and Proposed Rescission of Academic
Personnel Policy 350, Postgraduate Research (e.g. Physicist)

RESONSE DATE: June 12, 2008
Dear System-wide Senate Committee and Division Chairs:
On behalf of Chair Michael T. Brown, please find enclosed the proposed revisions to Academic Personnel
Policies as noted above.
The UCOP office for Academic Personnel has provided the following summary for each of the proposed
revisions and the reason for the proposed rescission of APM 350:
•

APM - 220-85-b (Professor Series)
The proposed revision would correct an error in numbering which occurred during an earlier policy
revision. APM - 220-85-b specifies that an “ad hoc review committee shall be appointed in
accordance with the provisions of APM - 220-80-e, and it shall carry out its duties as therein
specified.” However, the reference should be to APM - 220-80-g instead.

•

APM - 335-10-a (Cooperative Extension Advisor Series)
As one of the recommendations of the February 1, 2007 Cooperative Extension Advisor Task Force
Report, the proposed revision would delete the minimum requirement of a Bachelor’s degree for the
Cooperative Extension Advisor Series. The task force found that the educational background for
appointees in this series is substantially higher. Also, the proposed revision would make criteria for
Advisors consistent with criteria for Specialists in Cooperative Extension.

•

APM - 740-11-c (Leaves of Absences/Sabbatical Leaves)
APM - 740-11-c provides that individuals with specified academic administrative or Senior
Management Group appointments who also hold a faculty title are eligible to accrue sabbatical
leave. However, UC Berkeley faculty serving as administrators at the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory (LBNL) are denied this benefit accorded to other academic administrators. Because the
Memorandum of Understanding with LBNL has provisions to ensure that the benefits provided to
faculty working at the laboratory should be consistent and equitable with those provided under the
APM, it is recommended that the titles of Laboratory Director, Associate Laboratory Director, and
Deputy Director be added to the list of eligible titles.

•

APM - 350 (Postgraduate Research (e.g. Physicist))
On July 1, 2003, APM - 390 (Postdoctoral Scholars) was issued along with transitional guidelines
that required appointees who were not postdoctoral scholars to be moved to other titles, established
new title codes, and required the gradual phase out of Postgraduate Research and Visiting
Postdoctoral Scholar titles with the retirement of these titles to be effective January 1, 2010. As
these changes have rendered APM - 350 obsolete and given that the policy contains virtually no
information on job duties, and individuals currently in the Postgraduate Research title are now
subject to the provisions of APM - 390, it is recommended that APM - 350 be rescinded.

UCOP would like to complete the review of these proposed APM revisions by the end of June. In order
to accommodate that request, System-wide Senate Committee Chairs and Divisional Chairs are
asked to submit comments by no later than June 12, 2008.
As a reminder to System-wide Senate Committee Chairs, please note that request for comments are
sent out to all System-wide Committees. Each committee may decide whether or not to opine.
Please notify the Senate Office either directly by emailing me or through your Committee Analyst, if
your committee chooses not to participate in this review.

Cordially,
María Bertero-Barceló, Executive Director
Academic Senate
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